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The table on the left presents FSA projects initial area (ha), based on the end of 

2Q 2023, the harvested area during the 3Q 2023, and the currently standing 

area. 

During this quarter, 195 hectares had their harvesting fully completedion Duas 

Lagoas (DLG 2000 and 2001) and another 108 hectares on Cacimba (CMB 

2002).

Harvest Operations by Farm

Table: Area Changes –  2023
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This graph shows the 2023 budgeted areas (FYB - brown color) and areas where harvest has already started (green color). Here, operations may 

still be ongoing.

Barranquinho (BAR), despite being on budget, will no longer be performed, as a relevant part of that area belongs to the landowner, which would 

mean spending on harvesting only to deliver the logs to them. We came to an agreement to postpone that and increase areas where the production 

belongs to FSA in CMB and STF.

Cacimba (CMB), as explained above, was increased the area of final cut in order to higher the production for FSA.

Harvest Operations by Farm
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Sales Summary – Year to date

YTD sales volume is ~11K m³ lower than budget, nevertheless we 

were considering ~30K m³ from BAR and CMB as FSA’s own 

production, but in fact they belong to landowners (LUD - Land Use 

Deals).

FSA area in CMB2002 and CMB2003 was fully harvested, and 

timber will be loaded in full in October. LUD’s Teak area is still 

standing.

Sales of STF timber started in September.

Timber invoicing from DLG decreased in 3Q, but harvesting will be 

resumed in October/November, thus DLG timber inflow continues 

until YE.
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YEE volume is lower than budget, but ~30K m³ were supposed to 

come from LUD (Land Use Deal) areas in the original budget (out of 

the ~116K m³). This means FSA really had only 86 K m3 of its own 

wood. 

An increase of 9 K m³ on FSA’s own timber is expected on updated 

forecast (~95 K m3 in YEE vs 86 K m3).

Harvesting activities along 4Q will be focused in STF and DLG.
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Sales Summary – Year end estimate



Yields - Final Harvests

Table: Log sales final harvest, stands planned for 2023
The tables show only stands where operations are fully 

finished, so that the yields per hectare are comparable.

2023 Planned

During the 3Q2023 the activities remained on CMB and 

DLG projects. 

In CMB the volumes were lower (58.5 m³/ha actual against 

73.6 m³/ha budget). Misestimations of commercial heights 

were identified as the main cause of the deviation.

In DLG, the volume were also lower (49.6 m³/ha actual 

against 57.8 m³/ha budget). In this project, as explained 

previously, the fungal diseases have caused hard-to-predict 

losses.

2023 Unplanned

In order to substitute the volumes in BAR LUD areas, some 

unplanned stands were included on DLG and CMB.

The table on the left shows the sales yields of the all 

finalized unplanned stands.
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Table: Log sales final harvest, unplanned stands for 2023

• Table = 2023 budget stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) planned and performed until end of 3Q 2023.

• DBH and BA are the latest measured data.

• Table = 2023 uplanned stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) planned and performed until end of 3Q 2023.



Log Sales & Prices 

FSA sells to TRC at the roadside, based on the most recent Consufor price 

survey at the moment of sale.

Overall, roadside prices had a decrease in the first, second and third 

quarter of 2023, compared to the prices used in the preparation of this 

budget. 

Also, prices for defective logs, such as channeling or crooked, are given a 

discount on their Consufor value (30%). Starting from this report, the sales 

will be detailed by regular and discounted (channel) logs.

It is important to state that the thicker one tree is, the higher the incidence 

of channels in its bottom log. Hence, the higher differentiation in price for 

thicker logs.

Roadside Prices Comparison 2023 YTD
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Log Sales & Prices 

Floresteca S.A (YTD) vs Consufor roadside prices (USD/M³)    
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It is important to state that the thicker one tree is, the higher the incidence of channels in its bottom log. 

Hence, the higher differentiation in price for thicker logs.



Market Update

INDIA

During 3Q 2023, Ecuador, Brazil, Ghana and Panamá were the top four suppliers to India during 3Q, reaching 63% of volumes. Panama and Costa Rica season ended in August, after a very 

strong run since March. However, Ecuador season started right after, showing no rest on arrivals. With such, ground stocks remain high in North India (Mundra port), where most of the Teak 

logs imports are traded.

Ecuador sped up during 3Q and was the biggest supplier in India Teak market. Brazil followed closely and was in second position. Ghana kept a steady supply since the beginning of the year 

with a ~700 containers/month – most part of its volume as rough and clean squares. Panama dropped to the fourth position.

Field stocks in North India’s sawmills kept high and some traders did fire sales – contributing for more pressure in prices. South market stocks, on the opposite hand, were at regular levels, 

thus pressure in prices is lower. Bad news is that 55-60% of teak timber imported by India goes to northern regions.
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Project Results to Date

Harvest report 2022 is considering the finalization of the project DLG2002. 

Harvest Report Amounts Paid and Provisions (in USD): 
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Legal and Compliance Update

TERRA SANTA, AND BAMBU IV FARMS – OVERVIEW

The three farms have land use deals (“LUDs”, also “Usufruct  Agreements”) with the same landowner, Mr. Antonio Frigieri Filho and his wife Jacqueline da Costa 

Marques Frigeiri. Under these LUD agreements, they own a specific part of the planted area in each farm. The precise terms and the percentage area differ in each 

agreement. They received some advance payments for the final harvest proceeds under the agreements that shall be deducted from the actual final proceeds. It bears 

stating that the likely amounts to be received by the Landowners for the 3 farms are at present less than the advance payments, or at least will largely reduce the net 

amounts payable to them.

• Terra Santa – Updates since the last report.

07/21/2023: FRIGIERI presents his opposition against the appeal filed by FSA on 06/27/2023 and requests the maintenance of the value of the claim.

07/27/2023: the reporting judge grants FRIGIERI’s appeal and annuls the verdict, since the judge of the claim has not appreciated the request made by FRIGIERI for the 

exhibition of all documents related to the teak plantation on the farm.

10/23/2023: the case returns to the judge of the claim, to be sentenced again. 

10/27/2023: FSA informs to the judge of the claim that (i) there are no documents in which LHS commits to plant a specific number of hectares; (ii) the partnership term 

states that the public deed of usufruct would rule and replace the appendix requested by FRIGIERI, which is revoked and has not been found in the company files. In the 

end, FSA requests that the new final decision corrects the value of the cause and expressly releases the presentation of the aforementioned documents. 

• Bambu IV: Updates since the last report.

06/19/2023: FRIGIERI requests to the judge of the claim to (i) unfrozen the amount of 40 minimum salaries, which must be declared unseizable, or (ii) only release the 

frozen money upon a court escrow by LHS. 

09/25/2023: in FRIGIERI’S OBJECTION, LHS reinforces that (i) the existence of the debt is proved in the public deed which admits the advanced payments and by the loan 

recipes signed by FRIGIERI; (ii) the law does not oblige the party to present the debt spreadsheet. In the end, LHS requests that, if the judge does not reject FRIGIERI’S 

OBJECTION, to send files to the legal accountant. 
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Legal and Compliance Update

LUD claim on PAIOLANDIA FARM:

Overview – Rondon Empreendimentos Imobiliários Ltda (“Rondon”) is the landower of Paiolandia Farm and entered a land use with FSA. Rondon claims for the 

immediate payment of the debt by FSA, related to the timber of Paiolandia Farm.

07/12/2023: FSA notices that Rondon Company is selling Paiolandia farm for 62.000.000 BRL and requests the publicity of the existence of the claim in the Real Estate 

Registry Office, in order to guarantee future debts.

09/20/2023: FSA presents an opposition against Mr. Rondon special appeal filed on 08/11/2023, arguing that (i) Mr Rondon already filed 4 appeals against the denial of 

the court cost exemption, all of them denied; (ii) the special appeal is not the adequate form to postulate the reanalysis of proves; (iii) the requests made by Mr. Rondon 

are against the jurisprudence of the Superior Court of Justice; (iv) there are no legal violation in the appealed decision, and (v) the appealed decision must be maintained.

09/26/2023: Rondon Company presents an opposition against Mr. Rondon special appeal filed on 08/11/2023, arguing that Mr Rondon (i) has not proven that he can’t 

pay the court costs; (ii) is the owner of 25% of Rondon Company, and (iii) the special appeal is not the adequate form to postulate the reanalysis of proves. 

09/29/2023: the reporting judge denies the Mr. Rondon requests for exemption of court costs 

10/25/2023: FSA presents an opposition against Mr. Rondon special appeal filed on 08/11/2023, arguing that Mr Rondon (i) the special appeal is not the adequate form to 

postulate the reanalysis of proves; (ii) the requests made by Mr. Rondon are against the jurisprudence of the Superior Court of Justice; (iii) there are no legal violation in 

the appealed decision, and (iv) the appealed decision must be maintained .

Now a Rondon family lawsuit is in course, where Mr. Rondon Andrade Porto (partner of Rondon Empreendimentos Ltda) filed a case to remove the rightful Director of the 

company - Ms. Rebeca de Andrade Porto.
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Outlook on Upcoming Quarters

FSA should remain with 2 out of 4 TRC harvesting crews in the following months. Logistic bottlenecks coming from competition with other agricultural 

commodities for containers (mainly cotton) is affecting the capacity of moving the logs to the port and may affect the sales on this final quarter of the year.

Currently, the ongoing court cases FSA is involved are not causing any operational constraints.

Cash availability is still a pressing issue in FSA. The plans for the year were reviewed trying to avoid harvesting areas that generate production for LUD 

landowners and focus production on areas generating revenue to FSA. All stump removal operations were also postponed to preserve cash.

It is important to highlight that many of the actions taken now to preserve cash now are pushing costs to the future, but they should still be covered by FSA 

cash generation at some point. The main components to this are:

• Areas of final harvest where land clearing was not performed and the land has not yet been formally returned to landowners and FSA may be ruled by 

court to perform clearing, or at least reimburse their costs (currently 1.800 ha in Paraíso, Paiolândia and Duas Lagoas farms, estimated cost of USD 

1.9M).

• Delayed management services invoices from TRC from March and April 2022 (USD 320 K)
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FSA Summary Financial Information
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Summary P&L
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Summary P&L YTD
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The YTD Operational Result was USD 713 K versus USD - 95 K budgeted or a 

favorable variation of USD 807 K. 

As explained in the last report, the main positive variation (USD 1 M) came from the 

postponement of Stump Removal costs, as part of the strategy to preserve cash 

during the year, given the compressed margins. 

The lower-than-planned volume in this period (- 11,133 m³) caused a negative 

variation by USD - 903 K. Also, caused savings on CoGs costs, by USD 390 K.

Land Use Deals of Barranquinho Farm and Paiolandia Farm presented a positive 

variation by USD 473 K due to a conceptual error on budget. As a land rent payment, 

it should affect only the cash flow and shouldn’t have been included in the accrual 

P&L.

The positive variation on G&A flat fee TRC USD 421 K, was related the 2022 

invoices (March and April), which was not paid in that moment and postponed until 

FSA has enough means to pay them. Also, the inflation correction was negative for 

the 2Q and 3Q. 

The negative effect on Fx rates was due to BRL valuation in comparison to the 

budget expectation. The budget fx rate was 5.20 and the average fx rate until the 3Q 

was 5.00. 

Sales price is presenting a negative variation due to the Consufor price drop. 

Forestry Costs presented a temporary saving, which was reprojected to the next 

quarter.

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (USD, ‘   s)
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Summary P&L YEE
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The overall FY Operational Result is expected to be USD - 136 K versus 

USD 103 K budgeted or an unfavorable variation of USD - 239 K. 

The negative variation on Sales Volume is because TRC didn’t model 

correctly the LUD production conditions. 14.122 m³ from CMB2002 LUD 

areas were budgeted as regular revenues but, in fact, will only present 

harvesting costs, as those logs must be delivered to the landowner. Anyway, 

that was partially offset by the higher-than-budget volume for STF2003 and 

CMB2002 (~9 K m³, FSA own volume), in substitution for BAR LUD areas.

The negative effect on Fx rates is due to BRL valuation in comparison to the 

budget expectation. The budget fx rate was 5.20 and for forecast, TRC is 

considering 4.93. 

Sales (price/mix) is presenting a negative variation (USD - 310 K) since 

Consufor price report dropped on average by 4%, in comparison to the 

budget. In addition, for projection, TRC is considering the discount of 30% for 

defective logs.

There is no variance from the YTD slide explanations regarding Stump 

Removal, Land Use Deals, CoGs and G&A flat fee TRC.

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (USD, ‘   s)
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Cost of Production Summary - YTD

Strategy to save some money was halt land clearing activities, thus more than 

BRL 5 M were not spent and will contribute positively to FSA’s cash flow. This 

year. 

Unitary COP, considering only harvesting and associated activities, was 2% under 

budget. Total Cost was under budget as well.

The Adjustment shows on the first table represents the difference between the 

actual expenditures incurred in the period (effective cost of production) to the 

estimated costs of the resources used registered by our operational controls 

(standard cost). This quarter, this variation was fairly small.

For a better reconciliation with P&L, the information of the Cost of Goods Sold 

(CoGs) was included, meaning the  average cost of production from effectively 

sold volume in the balance sheet. In addition, the Accounting adj. is the difference 

between the Cost of Production (COP) and the Cost of Goods sold and 

represents the variation in stock/inventories in the period.

Harvesting Cost, per activity:
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Forestry costs kept their trend along the year and were 43% under 

budget. 

Basically, all forestry activities presented savings and the three more 

relevant were road maintenance, inventory and pruning. Inventory and 

pruning savings will remain until YE and road maintenance may be 

necessary only in case of heavy rains during 4Q.

Adjustment is the difference between the actual expenditures incurred 

in the period (effective) to the estimated costs of the resources used 

registered by our operational controls (standard cost).

Silvicultural Operations Summary - YTD

Forestry Operations YTD
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General & Administrative Expenses

G&A own expenses include direct FSA costs, such as the remuneration of the 

administrators and financial statements audit, among others. 

All YTD variations in Property management are being considered as timing 

shifts and are being reprojected to be compensated until year end.

The increase in G&A own expenses is caused by the payment of taxes related 

to the transfer of Capim Branco farm land titles (USD 36 K), an accounting 

adjustment (USD 16 K), lawyer costs (remaining success fees from VTP case), 

as well as the need of maintaining apprentices in FSA payroll (enforced by 

Brazilian law) and property taxes (IPTU), that was not correctly budgeted (USD 

52 K).

There has been a reduction in TRC monthly fees is caused by the YTD 

negative inflation indexes nearly -5%, while budget previewed positive inflation 

rates (USD 100 K), and the remainder are the postponed G&A invoices (USD 

320 K) from 2022.

 

G&A / Overhead Summary YTD
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G&A / Overhead Summary YEE



Cash Summary - YEE

Actual and Budget Cash Flow USD
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The operational cash generation util 3Q was positive in USD 2,2 M, while 

the Management Plan projected USD 1 M.

The YEE revenues negative variation is related to decrease in Consufor 

prices, mix of products/destination sold, the correct representation of the 

30% discount on channel logs and lower fx rates.

As commented on the P&L slide, stump removal is presenting savings of 

USD 1,4 M, aiming to preserve cash during the year. This strategy will 

remain for the full year.

For Flat Fee, as a strategy to preserve cash as well, TRC reprojected the 

payment of 2022 delayed invoices (March and April), until FSA has enough 

meant to pay them.

BAR´s LUD finished payment in September (USD - 300 K) and PAI´s LUD 

was project for the 2024 while awaiting a legal action.

TRC renegotiated an important part of the loans, getting a better interest 

rate (18% p.a versus 8.42% p.a), by indexing them to USD instead of BRL. 

This decision will bring estimated savings of USD 120 K for 2023.



Appendix - Financial Tables
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FSA Balance Sheet



Appendix - Financial Tables
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Cash Summary - YEE

YEE and Budget Cash Flow BRL
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Thank You!
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